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in fin ity
How can any thing
Made up of no thing
Amount to some thing?
(A whole is the limitof
the sum of its pans)
And infinite sumof the littlebits
each bit a littlebit less
until it is less that the leastlittle bit
you can imagine
and yet still less
but never zero
never nothing
always something
imagimesomething
smallerthan the smallest
you can tellme how small
I'll tell you how close
and I'll get even closer
and then get even
closer
Howclose til I'm aetua1Iy there?
Do wejump
or glide
from here to there
form now to then?
Is time a sequence of moments?
A streama collection of drops?
What is it waves
in theocean?
in the boundless sea
of infinity
where thingshappen
that don't
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